In 1910 this small 1.5-acre property was purchased by John and Min Walker. The size and location gave rise to the neighborhood name "Little Howe." However, the Dept. did not identify the playground by name on the site. Similarly the court W. Queen Anne Playfield was dubbed "Howe Field." Howe St. is probably named for James B. Howe, who came to Seattle in 1859 and became a leading member of the Seattle Bar Assoc. and of the community. Warren Av. honors either an early Seattle Chief of Police or the General of Booker T. Washington.

Queen Anne Hill so named because of the architectural style emerging in 1870s. W. Queen Anne P.F.

"Little Howe" was improved immediately. Because of topography, it was graded into two levels with two tennis courts (with typical clay surface) and basketball and playcourt on the upper level, and a frame comfort station round (typical) wading pool flanked with sets of swings, rings & slides on the lower level with landscaping on the perimeter and center slope.

By 1928 the pressure for "playground"(632) was such that the unsatisfactory clay surface for tennis courts was not replaced with asphalt or the newer concrete; instead a "scrub" ballfield was graded at the southwest corner for the little children - the big kids now had the new "Howe Field."

The City Council received a petition in 1940 that the playground be turned over to the nearby Orthopedic Hospital, but the Parks Board held out for other "suitable grounds in exchange."

By 1951 the old comfort station was considered a "hazard to public health & safety" and approval for construction of a new shelter house on the upper level was secured from the post-war National Production (Control) Authority. And the old wading pool-and-play equipment were patched and repaired one more time. Hence it became a project for the Forward Thrust program in 1970, when the Shelter House was remodelled and the entire playground redeveloped with pool and play equipment on the upper level.

---

**Diagram:**

- **339** Acres
- **E. Queen Anne P.G.**
- **Aka: "Little Howe."
- **1.5 Acres**
- **Purch: 1910 - $26,025 = 10.8%**
- **... for park & playgr. purp.**
- **1912 Warren Ave.**
In 1910 this small block of property was purchased from John and Ada Warren; its size and location gave rise to the neighborhood name "Little Howe," especially since the Dept. did not identify the playground by name on the site. Similarly the former W. Queen Anne Playfield was dubbed "Howe Field". [Howe St. is probably named for James B. Howe, who came to Seattle in 1889 and became a leading member of the Seattle Bar Assoc. and of the community. Warren Av. honors either an early Seattle Chief of Police or the General of Bunker Hill fame].

Queen Anne Hill so named because of the architectural style emerging in 1870's:

"Little Howe" was improved immediately: because of topography it was graded into two levels with two Tennis Courts (with typical clay surface) and basketball and playcourt on the upper level, and a frame Comfort Station, round (typical) wading pool flanked with sets of swings, rings & slides on the lower level; with landscaping on the perimeter and center slope.

By 1928 the pressure for "playground" (65%) was such that the unsatisfactory clay surface for Tennis Courts was not replaced with asphalt or the newer concrete; instead a "scrub" ballfield was graded at the southwest corner for the little children— the big kids now had the new "Howe Field".

The City Council received a petition in 1943 that the playground be turned over to the nearby Orthopedic Hospital, but the Park Board held out for other "suitable ground in exchange."

By 1951 the old Comfort Station was considered "a hazard to public health and safety," and approval for construction of a new Shelter House on the upper level was secured from the post-war National Production (Control) Authority. And the old wading pool and play equipment were patched and repaired one more time, hence it became a project for the Forward Thrust program in 1970, when the Shelter House was remodeled and the entire playground redeveloped with pool and play equipment on the upper level.

---

**Diagram**

- **Howe St.**
- **Newton St.**
- **Warren Av. N.**

**Playground Details**

- **SL Slide**
- **C. Climber**
- **H.L. Ladder**

**Shelter House (1951)**
- **11,837 - 48 BF**
- **Remodeled 1970**

**E. 1/2 - Area Miles (3)**
- **Shoofly Circuit**
- **Mainly by City Lake**
- **Reynolds Hike 4/1970**

**1.5 Acres**

**Purch: 1910 - 26,256.00 BF**

"... for park & playground purposes." 1912 Warren Ave.

**AKA: "LITTLE HOWE"**

**E. QUEEN ANNE P.G.**
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